1) Why are you getting rid of the Giant Size Pizza and the Giant Size Grinder?
a. We are trying to simplify our menu without losing any key dishes that our customers love. Our goal is to
provide better service and quicker service for our customers and to do this we need less sizes and a
simpler menu with not as many variations. In the end our Pizza is not changing, it will still have the same
great taste; we are just reducing our largest size offering by 2”. Our ultimate goal is to give you the best
product and the best service EVERYTIME and we feel this will help us accomplish that goal.
2) Why not get rid of the Large Size?
a. It started with getting rid of the Giant Size grinder because our bread supplier is no longer making a 16”
roll. Since we were not going to have a Giant Size grinder anymore we decided to keep our sizes
consistent between Pizza and Grinders and to eliminate the Giant Size Pizza. The Giant Size Pizza is only
2” larger than the Large Pizza and we felt this was not a significant difference.
b. Eliminating the Giant Size Pizza also gives us more room in our ovens so we can cook more pizzas faster.
Gaining those 2” of space in the oven, on a Friday allows us to cook 3 extra pizzas every 15 minutes
allowing us to get you your food faster.
c. The Giant Size Pizza is only 16”. We felt it wasn’t truly a “Giant Size” pizza. So in its place we’ve now
added the GP Party Pizza which is a 32 square slice sheet pizza; a truly “Giant Pizza”.
3) Why are you Pie Cutting your pizzas?
a. This is again to improve speed, efficiency, and consistency in the kitchen. We want you to get a better,
consistent product every time. Pie cutting is faster to cut and it allows for the pizza to be made faster.
Trying to evenly distribute toppings across 16 to 20 square pieces instead of 8 slices takes a lot longer to
make a pizza.
b. We will happily cut your pizza into squares ANYTIME just let your server know when you order.
4) Giant Pizza is about “Giant Variety, Giant Flavor, and Giant Value”.
a. We come to work every day to accomplish one mission and that is to make our customers happy.
Initially the changes above may seem disappointing but they are changes that are being made with the
best interest of our customers. Long term you will be impressed by the consistent service and product
we can deliver.
b. We are about making good pizza, that is our core, and our goal is to be everyone’s favorite pizza place.
We know that may not be possible but it’s not going to stop us from trying. At the end of the day we
want to make you the best tasting pizza every time and guarantee you, that no matter what size it
comes in, that is what you are going to get.
c. We now offer great combo deals like the “Double Deal” and the “Pizza Combo Deal” at $19.99 that allow
customers to get plenty of pizza at a great price. Check out our flyer for more details.

